
 

The Goal  
Is to get a high score by use of a lap 
counter.  To begin, players reset the lap 
counter and the start button is pressed un-
til the timer rotates round to ‘S’.  Then 
move into first and you’re off.  The lap 
counter naturally increases until you crash, 
when you have to press the reset button.  
Pressing reset removes collision detection 
so you can get past your opponent but 
stops your lap time increasing.  The cars 
are carried on a belt and as you change 
speed  with the gears, the two belts will 
change speed, meaning if two cars come 
down toward you and there’s no way to 
pass, slow down and the opponents will 
separate. 
 

Collision Detection 
is just about acceptable and crashing 
means a flashing red light comes on under-
neath your car.  It shines through  some 
other lenses to reflect the light—a neat 
touch. 
 

The Game 
After Mattel’s company feet became cold, (said to have been afraid to compete 
with Atari), Japanese toy company, TOMY stamped all over Mattel’s nearly numb 
feet and shouted something about revenge and a dead brother1…. TOMY made 
a great handheld game in 1978 called Demon Driver.  It was a battery powered 
mechanical game—the steering wheel is directly attached to the car it moves.  
The audio of the game is worthy of note.  The whirr of the engine sounds like 
something untoward has been thrown between some large cogs and the motor 
is struggling to provide the required torque.  Grinding along, this noise is only 
abated when the ‘crash’ sound is delivered.  Neither is reproduced through a 
speaker, they’re pure mechanical machinery noise.  
 
The desktop/handheld games of the time were often simple and needed clever 
and attractive housings and packaging to help sell the games.  That principle 
never applied to this big black ugly slab which is nearly four centimetres deep 
and very much a desktop thing. 
 
Despite the size and grinding noise, it proved to be a big hit with me and my 
friends. 
 
The battery has to turn so many motors, it soon drains of power.  This meant it 
often sat on the side, gathering dust whilst we played with our Scalextric.   
 
TOMY went on to produce smaller games of similar mechanics, but incredibly 
they were ‘wind up’ and didn’t need batteries.  Nice one. 
 
 
 
1. They didn’t really.  I refer of course to the perpetually re-hashed story behind most kung-fu 
flicks whereby the whole crux of the film is revenge for the death of one’s brother/mother etc). 


